
   

 

2020 PACE AWARDS – INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN 
“KNOW IT BEFORE YOU THROW IT” CAMPAIGN 
Submitted by Güd Marketing on behalf of the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes & Energy 

BACKGROUND 
Five decades have passed since Michigan’s historic accomplishment with the bottle deposit legislation earned 
the state national recognition as an environmental champion. Michiganders are great at recycling our beverage 
containers, returning more than 90 percent of our bottles and cans since the Legislature’s first-in-the-nation vote 
to impose a 10-cent deposit refund law in 1976. But returnables only make up 2 percent of all waste. On every 
other reusable product – glass, paper, plastics, metals, organics – Michigan has fallen behind. State data shows 
Michigan’s 15% residential recycling rate in 2015 ranked lower than every Great Lakes state, and was one of 
the lowest in the nation (U.S. average is 34%). The rest of our waste – $435 million worth of reusable materials 
annually – goes straight into a landfill.  

In Fall 2018, the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes & Energy (EGLE) engaged Güd Marketing 
to develop a 2019 statewide recycling education and engagement initiative to increase both the quantity and 
quality of material that is recycled in Michigan. EGLE’s goal is to promote awareness of cleaner recycling 
practices to reduce the amount of contaminated materials improperly going into recycling bins. The state also 
wants to double Michigan’s recycling rate to 30% by 2025 and ultimately reach 45% annually. 

Today, as a result of our already two-time national award-winning campaign from other respected industry 
organizations (MarCom for PR; leading Washington, D.C.-based trade pub Waste Dive, details below), Güd 
Marketing has helped propel Michigan to above 19% in its recycling rate, supporting the largest 
expansion of recycling in Michigan history and far exceeding client expectations for campaign goals. 
Through our work with EGLE, Michigan is now ideally positioned to continue to demonstrate the economic and 
environmental benefits of investing in and growing our state’s recycling circular economy, reaping the benefits 
for residents and businesses for years to come. 

RESEARCH 

Güd Marketing conducted primary research that consisted of 1,500 Michigan residents from an online survey 
fielded between Sept. 27-Oct. 9, 2018, with an average completion time of 17 minutes. Respondents were 
screened on the following criteria: Mirrored state household population in terms of geography (DMA), age and 
income; we limited residents of multi-family dwellings to 225 respondents to better gauge the target audience of 
homeowners who are most likely to recycle. The findings reflected that education is key for residents to learn 
how to properly recycle. For example:  

• 50% of Michigan residents mistakenly believe they’re allowed to recycle plastic bags in their curbside 
recycling, which is prohibited by most municipalities. 

• 76% of Michiganders are unaware that failing to rinse and dry items before putting them in the recycling bin 
poses a risk of contaminating everything in the bin.  

We also conducted extensive secondary research of recycling education best practices employed in other 
states. In addition, Güd relied on data from an EGLE-commissioned 2019 report that analyzed the economic 
impact of increasing Michigan’s recycling rate to 45% through capacity expansion in the recycling supply chain 
via improved recycling access and infrastructure investments to feed end markets both domestically and out-of-
state. This analysis was valuable as it tracked Michigan’s historical recycling trends.  

PLANNING/EXECUTION 

We identified our target audience as homeowners statewide with an emphasis on regions with 50%+ access to 
curbside recycling and people who demonstrate interest in recycling. We needed a campaign that was broadly 
relevant, inviting, encouraging and adoptable for partner appeal. Enter, the Recycling Raccoon Squad, a six-
member team of recycling ambassadors who teach Michigan residents how to recycle properly. Each raccoon 
has a recycling specialty and a personality that reflects their individual focus: Nyla P. Lastic (plastic); Carlos 
Cardboard (cardboard); Precious Metale (metal); Paper MacKay (paper); Gladys Glass (glass); and, Frank 
(organics, everything else). They have their own personas, with a Spotify playlist to match! These dynamic 
characters share messages and rules both broadly and locally. They also respond to real-time concerns and 



 

 

questions online and via social media (monitored daily and responded to by Güd staff), such as cardboard and 
paper at the holidays, plastic cups during tailgates and pizza boxes during the Super Bowl. 

The campaign launched June 24, 2019, with a kickoff press conference in Lansing that began a statewide road 
show of press conferences, complete with a raccoon mascot and a fully integrated campaign of paid, earned 
and owned media. Our total budget was $1,000,000 this year.  

An example that highlights the success of our social media planning was uniquely positioning our Raccoon 
Squad and their recycling messages with the popularity of America’s favorite TV show, The Masked Singer, 
where celebrities compete in a singing competition while wearing elaborate costumes, keeping their identity a 
secret. Knowing that the audiences of the show love animal costumes, we knew we could capture people’s 
attention by creating an innovative connection to our recycling raccoon squad. Working with our media partner, 
Lansing’s FOX47 – the host station of The Masked Singer – they confirmed the show’s audience was made up 
of primarily Michigan homeowners – the key audience for our recycling campaign.  

As Masked Singer characters were singing their hearts out on stage, the Recycling Raccoons were having their 
own dance-offs on Twitter. Theses dance-offs would air during the one-hour and two-hour LIVE shows, 
prompting Michiganders to vote for their favorite raccoon performance. For the ads, Güd Marketing filmed each 
of the raccoons doing a unique recycling dance move, and our video team edited them side-by-side for these 
head-to-head competitions. Stills were created to promote the dance-off organically on Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram prior to LIVE show. Based on the voting outcome, we created a GIF of the winning raccoon’s dance 
move to accompany the announcement of the winners each night. Our social team also was on-hand 
responding promptly to voters during the LIVE shows. 

Due to the popularity of the “Masked Singer” effort, FOX47 asked the Recycling Raccoons to be their special 
guest judges during its LIVE “Twitter Parties.” This increased our reach by tapping into FOX47’s social media 
followers. Our raccoons would tweet about each of the Masked Singer performances and F FOX47 would 
retweet and comment on these posts. FOX47 would also promote our dance-off competition on-air and via their 
social channels as entirely earned media. In fact, FOX was so enthusiastic about this tactic that the marketing 
department created a 10-second on-air promo for free that aired multiple times daily on regular programming 
during the entire week. The Raccoon dance-offs received 273,468 impressions and over 97,740 
engagements* from three broadcasts of the two-hour-long show. More than 20,000 of those voting for their 
favorite recycling raccoon commented on how much they enjoyed the tie-in to their favorite show. (*Impressions 
and engagements do not include earned media metrics through our partnership with FOX47 Twitter Parties.) 

RESULTS 

In six months, the Know It Before You Throw It campaign has reached over 350 million people across the 
nation. If earned news media coverage would have been purchased advertising, it would have cost EGLE 
over $3.3 million. In addition to that national coverage, stories have blanketed all media markets in Michigan, 
including radio, television and newspaper outlets. The partnerships developed and relationships created from 
this campaign in 2019 will be leveraged to ensure additional success in 2020. Highlights include: 

• Waste Dive Magazine Recycling Campaign of the Year: Michigan's 'Know It Before You Throw It' 
Recycling Raccoons. They reported EGLE's campaign “stands out from others because of its break 
from traditional marketing techniques. It eschews seriousness in favor of humor to better engage 
citizens with commercials featuring the Michigan Recycling Raccoon Squad.” 

• 2019 MarCom Gold Award Winner for Strategic Communications. Since its inception in 2004, 
MarCom has evolved into one of the largest, most-respected creative competitions in the world. Each 
year about 6,000 print and digital entries are submitted from dozens of countries. 

• Our Detroit press event was picked up by major media outlets nationally including influential 
publications such as U.S. News & World Report.   

• Newspaper Editorial Endorsements:  
o “Now dumpster diving raccoons will train us how to recycle again. We approve of EGLE’s mascot 

choice. Raccoons are nimble fingered opportunists. We can learn from them.” – Traverse City 
Record Eagle 

o “What is most exciting about the (EGLE) news is an increased effort to educate the public about 
recycling properly. Too many people put non-recyclable materials into recycling bins (and that’s not 
to mention the scoundrels who drop off their trash), which can be costly for recycling centers to sort 
out or can even force officials to send an entire otherwise recyclable load to the landfill.” – The 
Alpena News  

https://recyclingraccoons.org/

